
Unauthorized use of imaging  
and recording devices in or  
on Northern Rivers–owned  
or –leased properties is 
strictly prohibited.

IMAGING AND RECORDING

Northern Rivers is committed to protecting our clients’ rights to confidentiality. Here is how our policy 
applies to imaging and recording during services and on Northern Rivers property.  

When is imaging and recording permitted? 

• With the client’s permission, images or recordings of a client may be taken for diagnosis and 
treatment. The images and recordings are kept secure by Northern Rivers.

• Clients and families may only take images or recordings for treatment reasons when the staff 
member being recorded has verbally agreed to being recorded. Otherwise, recording of staff 
during services and on Northern Rivers property is prohibited.

When else does recording and imaging happen at Northern Rivers?

• Visitors may be recorded on-site at agency locations that have video surveillance for security.  
This may happen as you access our building and grounds.

• When a client, or the client’s guardian, has signed the Authorization for Media Release, the 
Communications Department or Northern Rivers staff may take images or recordings for use  
by Northern Rivers.

When can families take images or recordings of their children during services and on  
Northern Rivers property? 

• This can take place for treatment purposes when the staff has verbally agreed, as discussed above.
• Recording and imaging of a child is only allowed to be done by that child’s parent or guardian.
• Parents or guardians may not record or take pictures of any client other than their child.

Northern Rivers reserves the right to suspend recording privileges of clients, family, or visitors if, in the 
judgment of our staff, the care of any client may be jeopardized and/or at any time the organization’s 
operations may be disrupted. Confidential images and recordings will not be used outside of Northern 
Rivers unless clients provide authorization, as required.

If you have questions or concerns about this policy, please reach out to your treatment provider.
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